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ABSTRACT 
It is shown that quasisimple non-simple finite PC-groups exist. 
All groups in this paper are finite. Notation is standard or otherwise self- 
explanatory. Representation theory of groups is done over the field of the 
complex numbers. 
We recall some definitions as given in 131. 
DEFINITION 1. A character of a group G is primitive if it cannot be obtained 
by inducing any character of a proper subgroup of G. 
DEFINITION 2. A group is a PC-group if all of its irreducible characters are 
primitive. 
DEFINITION 3. A group S# 1 is quasisimple if it equals its commutator sub- 
group and if also S/Z(S) is simple. 
In [3] N.S. Hekster proved the following theorem that can be viewed as a 
fundamental initiation to the problem of getting a complete list of all PC- 
groups using eventually the classification of the finite simple groups. 
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THEOREM ([3], N.S. Hekster). A group G is a non-abelian PC-group if and 
only if there exist quasisimple subgroups Q,, . . . . Qr of G such that 
(a) G = <Ql - . . . - QMG), 
(b) each Qi is a PC-group, 
(c) [Qj, Qj] = 1, whenever 1 s i<js r. 
Abelian groups are trivial examples of PC-groups. Non-abelian PC-groups do 
exist. It is shown in [l] that if n # 2m2 (m E Z) the alternating group A2”+ 1 is 
a PC-group. 
The existence of quasisimple non-simple PC-groups remained open for quite 
a while. It is the purpose of this paper to fill this gap in that we prove by some 
easy arguments that 
the commutator subgroup of any Schur representation group T7 of 
the symmetric group S, is a quasisimple non-simple PC-group. 
Stated more explicitly and using the above notation, we proved the following 
theorem. 
THEOREM. Let A) be a (in fact the) Schur representation group of the alter- 
nating group A7. Then there exists a central subgroup Z of x7, Z of order 3, 
such that z7 /Z = [T7, T,]. Put B7 = z7 /Z. Then B7 is a quasisimple non-simple 
PC-group. 
PROOF. We refer to Schur’s paper [5]. It is proved there that B7= [T7, T,] 
(notice that there are essentially two representation groups T,, r and T,,J of ST 
and that B7z:[T7,1y T7,11=:[T7,2, T7,2b 
Further it holds that jB7j = 2 .+a (7!) = 7!, that B7 has a center Z(B7) of order 
2, that B7/Z(B7)zA7 and that [B7, B7] = B7. It follows that each maximal 
subgroup of B7 contains Z(B,). Now A7 has all its irreducible characters 
primitive just by the afore mentioned result on the groups Azn + r with n # 2m2. 
Hence we see that the irreducible characters of B7/Z(B7) if regarded as 
characters of B7, remain primitive. 
Let (z)=Z(B7) and put A={~(l)lx~Irr A7}. Hence 
A={l,6,10,14,15,21,35}. 
Regarding x E Irr A7 as a character of B7, it has Z(B,) in its kernel. It is proved 
in [5], page 247, that {x(l)I~~Irr B7,~(~)#~(1)}={4,14,20,36}. 
We will show that the assumption that x E Irr B7 with x(z) #x(l) is induced 
from a character J,U of some maximal subgroup H of B7 leads to a contra- 
diction. So let us assume the existence of such a x, v/, and H. Then the index 
of H in B7 is an integer from the set {2,3,4,5,6,7,9,10,12,14,18,20,36}, as 
IB, : HI divides 4 or 14 or 20 or 36. Consider the principal character lH of H 
and focus the decomposition of the induced character (lH)g into its irre- 
ducible constituents. We have (lH)B7= l,,+ cz, where a is a sum of non- 
principal irreducible characters of B7, all having Z(B7) as kernel. After inspec- 
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tion of the possibilities for I& : HJ = 1 + o(1) as sum of integers from the set 
A and counting 1 = lg(l) precisely once, we conclude that I& : HI can only 
be equal to 7 or to 36. 
Now, if I& : HI = 36, then IWZ(&)l=70. Any group of order 70 has a 
cyclic (normal) subgroup of order 35. But &/Z(B,), being isomorphic to AT, 
has no elements of order 35. So we have a contradiction. 
Therefore I& :Hj =7, and then x(l)= 14 for these ~~lrr H, tyB7= 
=x E Irr B7, x(z) #x(l). Hence I,U( 1) = 2. Observe that H/Z(B,) = A6 (see [4], 
Lemma 5.29). Hence H admits a faithful irreducible two-dimensional repre- 
sentation as A6 is simple. But it is known ([2], Theorem 26.1) that any non- 
solvable finite subgroup X of GL(2, Q has the property that X/Z(X) z A,. As 
H should be isomorphic to such a X, we have arrived at the final contradiction. 
Thus it has been proved that B7 is a quasisimple non-simple PC-group. •1 
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